Instructions for “Remind101” Emergency Text System Sign Up

- If you are a teacher, Mardrich(a), or kesher aide:
  Text the code @btteachers to (240) 428-6335

- If your child is in Parent-Tot:
  Text the code @btpt to (240) 428-6335

- If your child is in Gan, 1st, or 2nd Grades:
  Text the code @btg12 to (240) 428-6335

- If your child is in 3rd, 4th, or 5th Grades:
  Text the code @bt345 to (240) 428-6335

- If your child is in 6th Grade:
  Text the code @bt6th to (240) 428-6335

- If your child is in 7th or 8th Grades:
  Text the code @bt7th8th to (240) 428-6335

- If your child is in 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th Grades:
  Text the code @bt9101112 to (240) 428-6335